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It is now well known that an almost complex structure Fih( F/ Fih = -A f) 
(a, b, c, ... , h, i, j, ... = l, 2, ... , 2n) is integrable if and only if the NIJEN-
HUIS tensor [6] 1) 
N1/' = F/(~1 F/'- ~i F1h)- F/(~1 Fl- ~; F,h) 
vanishes, [2], [3], [5], [9]. If there exists a symmetric affine connection 
F;~, the Nijenhuis tensor is written as 
N;,h = F/(V1Fih-V,F1h)-Fl(V1Fl-V;F1h) 
and consequently, if the covariant derivative V; Fih of Fih with respect 
to F;~ vanishes, then the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes too. So there arises 
the following question: When the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes, does there 
exist a symmetric affine connection with respect to which the covariant 
derivative of the F;,h vanishes? 
This question was answered affirmatively by EcKMANN [l] and 
FRoLICHER [4]. It is easily shown that there are an infinity of affine 
connections with respect to which the covariant derivative of Fl' vanishes. 
ECKMANN and FRoLICHER showed that it is possible to choose among 
these affine connections one whose torsion tensor is proportional to the 
Nijenhuis tensor. 
On the other hand, if there exists a tensor Fl' such that F/ F;,h= +Af, 
then the tensors f(A~- F;,h) and !(A~+ F/') define two complementary 
distributions in the space which are not necessarily integrable. So we 
shall call such a space an almost product space. 
It is not so difficult to show that these two distributions are both 
integrable if and only if the Nijenhuis tensor constructed from F ih vanishes. 
Thus in an almost product space, a problem analogous to that in an 
almost complex space occurs. This problem was studied by WALKER [7]. 
In the first part of the present paper, we shall show that these two 
problems can be treated in a quite parallel and systematic way. 
WALKER [8] recently introduced a new covariant differentiation in an 
almost complex space. The Walker covariant derivative of the tensor 
1) The number in brackest refers to the bibliography at the end of the paper. 
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Fl vanishes but the Walker covariant derivative of the Nijenhuis tensor 
does not vanish in general and gives a new differential invariant con-
structed only from the tensor F.h. 
In the second part of the present paper we shall first show that there 
exist an infinity of Walker covariant differentiations in an almost product 
or almost complex space under which the tensor Fl is constant and that 
we can choose among these one which coincides with that of Walker in 
the case of almost complex spaces. 
The Walker differentiation too is studied in a quite parallel and 
systematic way for both of the cases of an almost product and of an 
almost complex space. 
§ 1. Almost product space and almost complex space. 
Let us consider an even dimensional differentiable manifold M of 
class 0 00 in which a tensor field F.h of the type (1,1) satisfying 
(1) 
is given where e is + l or -l and A~ is the unit tensor A~= b~. 
If e = + l, then the tensors P and Q defined by 
(2) P•h = !(A~-Fl), Ql = t(A~+F.h) 
have the properties 
(3) P+Q =A, PP = P, PQ = 0, QP = 0, QQ = Q, 
where A is the identity and consequently P and Q are projection operators 
on two linearly independent and complementary distributions. Thus in 
the case e = + l, we call M an almost product space. 
If e = - l, M is an almost complex space. 
In an almost product space the distribution on which Pl(Q.h) is the 
projection operator is integrable if and only if 
(4) 
The Niih appearing here is the Nijenhuis tensor defined by 
(5) 
where (\denotes partial differentiation with respect to the coordinate ~·. 
In an almost product space the two distributions are both integrable if 
and only if [7] 
(6) Nl = 0. 
As is well known, an almost complex space becomes a complex space if 
and only if (6) holds good [2], [3], [5], [9], [10]. 
The Nijenhuis tensor satisfies the relations: 
(7) 
and 
(8) 
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for 8= +1 and 
(9) 
for 8= -1 [10]. 
In an almost product or almost complex space M, we consider the 
tensors [10] 
These tensors are regarded as operators acting on a tensor in the 
following way: 
(11) { OT: O'~T:::;~::: 
OT: ~hT""""F""". 
or ···•···· 
* As operators, 0 and 0 satisfy the following conditions: 
. * * * ** * (12) 0+0 =A, 00 = 0, 00 = 0, 00 = 0, 00 = 0. 
§ 2. A lemma 
We shall now prove 
Lemma. A tensor V being given, in order that the linear equation 
* (13) OT= V OT= V 
with unknown tensor T admit a solution, it is necessary and sufficient that 
V satisfy 
* (14) ov = 0 OV= o 
and if V satisfies this condition, the general solution of (13) is given by 
I (15) 0 * T = T+OW 0 T = T+OW 
0 
where Tis a particular solution of (13) and W is an arbitrary tensor of 
the same type as T. 
Proof. From (13) we get by using (12) 
I * OV= 0 ov = 0 
thus the condition {14) is necessary. 
To prove the sufficiency, we assume that V satisfies {14). Then we have 
* 0 = OV = (A-0) V * 0 = OV = (A-0) V 
from which 
V=OV * V=OV. 
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Thus equation (13) becomes 
OT=OV 
O(T- V) = o 
Thus if we put 
then W satisfies 
ow= 0 
or 
* W=OW 
and consequently we have 
* (16) T = V+OW 
T-V= W, 
* * OT =OV 
* O(T- V) = 0. 
* OW= o 
W=OW 
T = V+OW. 
The T given by (16) satisfies the original equation (13), W being an 
arbitrary tensor. 
The latter part of the lemma is now obvious. 
§ 3. Affine connections in an almost product or almost complex space. 
0 
Suppose that there· is given in M a symmetric affine connection F1~, 
then any affine connection F1~ in M is expressed in the form 
(17) 
0 
where T is a tensor. Denoting by V; and V; the covariant differentiation 
0 
with respect to F1~ and F1~ respectively, we have 
(18) 
We shall discuss the possibility of finding an affine connection F1~ 
such that 
(19) J71Fl = 0. 
From (18) and (19) we find 
Thus 
for e = + 1 we have for e = - 1 we have 
In the sequel we shall write equations corresponding to the case of 
almost product space on the left and those corresponding to the case of 
almost complex space on the right. 
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Denoting by V the right hand member of the equation (20), we can 
easily verify that 
* ov = 0 ov = 0 
and consequently, by the Lemma, equation (20) admits a solution and 
a special solution is given by 
0 Tl = +!(V;Fia)Fah 
and the general solution by 
W being an arbitrary tensor. Thus if we take as W 
(22) 
0 
+HV1Fl) F/, 
then it will be easily verified that 
and consequently 
Thus (21) gives 
from which 
(24) 
Thus we see that the affine connection 
satisfies 
(26) 17; F,h = 0, S1ih = - 1gN;l 
where 
(27) 
is the torsion tensor of the affine connection F1~ (I], [4], [7], [10] 2). 
* 1) Theterm-t(l7r;Fnh>Fbn the 8th and lOth lines on p. 229 of [10] should be read 
* 
as +i(l7r;Fl)F.;' and -tN;ih in the 3rd line on p. 230 should be read as +tN1ih· 
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Now it is easily seen that if there exists a symmetric affine connection 
F1~ such that 17; Fl• = 0, then 
N1,11 = F;'(I71F,11 -17,F/')-Fl(I71Fl-171 F111) = 0. 
Conversely if N1,11 =0, then the affine connection F1~ defined by (25) is 
symmetric and gives 17;Fl=0. Thus we have 
In order that an almost product or almost complex space be integrable, it 
is necessary and sufficient that it is possible to introduce a symmetric affine 
connection with respect to which the structure tensor is covariantly constant. 
This theorem was proved by WALKER [7] for an almost product space 
and by EcKMANN [l] and FRoLICHER [ 4] for an almost complex space. 
§ 4. Walker differentiation. 
Following Walker, we shall introduce a covariant differentiation of 
the type 
(28) 17k1 Ul• = Nk1(JIJ(J Ul'+ r J(J U,(J- rk1~ U(J11 
for a general tensor U provided that N k111 is not identically zero. 
We shall discuss the possibility of finding coefficients r J, such that 
(29) 
Introducing. an arbitrary affine connection F1~ in the space, we can 
write (29) in the form 
(30) 
where 
(31) 
From (30) we have 
(32) OS/;Tk1,r=tNk1(J(I7(JF/) Fbh 
Denoting by V the right hand member of the equation (32), we can 
easily verify that 
* OV=O OV=O 
and consequently, by the Lemma, equation (32) admits a solution. A 
special solution is given by 
Tk1,~~ = tNk1(J(I7(JFl)Fbh 
and the general solution by 
(33) Tk1l= +!Nk1(J(I7(JFl)Fb11 
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W being an arbitrary tensor of the type indicated by its indices. 
If we take as W 
* (34) Wltil'= -Of~V,Nltir 
-t(Nkb0 V1F,b-N;b0 VkFl)Fo" 
then it will be easily verified that 
O:W1t1,r= O I 
and consequently 
Thus (33) gives 
(35) Tic};,"= +iN1cJ0(V0 F,l)Fb" 
* 
-OStV,Nltir 
-i(Nkb0 V;Fl-N;b0 VkFl)Fo" 
W1tii"= -O'tV,N1tir 
+i(Nkbo V;F,b-N;b0 VkF,b)Fo" 
* o:!.i w lc},r = 0 
T1ti1"= -iN1ti0{V0~Fl)Fb" 
-0:V,N1tir 
+i(Nkb0 V;Fl-N;b0 VkF,l)Fo" 
and the coefficients r J. of Walker differentiation are 
* 
-o:v,N"l 
- i(Nkbo V; Fl-N;b0 Vk F.") Fa" 
which satisfy of course (29). 
r J. = Nltio r ,it- }N1ti0(V0 Fl) Fb" 
-OStV,Nis 
+!(Nkb0 V;Fl-N;b0 VkFl)Fo" 
0 
If we take as F;~ a symmetric affine connection FJ and compute r J., 
we find 
* (37) FJ.= -0:'1J,N1.{ 
+i(N1tio'IJoF."-Nmb'IJ;F,o • 
+ N;ob'IJk F,o) Fb" 
FJ.= -OSt'IJ,N1tir 
-i(N1ti0 ()oFl-Nmb'IJ;F,, 
+N;ob()kF,o) Fb" 
which contains only the structure tensor F," and the Nijenhuis tensor 
N 1." constructed from it. 
Now using the F1~ given by (25) and the relation 
we transcribe (37) in the following form: 
(38) 
* 
-OSt[V,Nltir+t;NltioNo,r -0: [V,N1tir+t;N1tioN(J8r 
+ t;N uo N o;r -!N ,;0 N 0{] + t;N,ko N o;r -!N ,;0 N u1· 
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Then the Walker differentiation of the Nijenhuis tensor N;;h takes 
the form 
(39) 
+Tlkah Niia_plkia Naih-T!kia Niah 
=N,kaVaN;;h 
-(V,Nzk• +!Nzk1 N ts' 
+lN./ Nt{ -!N,kt Nt!•) 
* * * 
V,kNiih=N,ka VaN;;h 
+T!kah N;ia -Tui Nal-Tzkia N;ah 
=NlkaVaN;;,h 
- ( V, NlkT + :fNlkt N tsr 
X (O:.~N;;a-Oj:Na;h-Of:N;ah) 
+ !N,z' N tkr- iN.kt Nt{) 
X (OS::.N;ia -Of: Naih -&.: N;ah). 
Since we know that V1kNiih does not depend on any particular choice 
of affine connection, equation (39) gives a new differential invariant formed 
uniquely from Fl for both of the almost product space and the almost 
complex space [8]. 
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